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salvando  
na terra e no ar l

abouch v. krymchantowski

136 pages | 14×21 cm

 The reputation of Dr. Abouch 
Valenty Krymchantowski, renowned 
neurologist, lacks long presentations, 

but Captain Abouch’s trajectory in 
the Rio de Janeiro State Military 

Police deserves special attention: he 
was the one who created the  

Bope Rescue Group.
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o ar necessário l
andré di bernardi

66 pages | 14×21 cm 

‘The necessary air’ is the fifth 
poetry book of André di Ber-
nardi. Like the previous ones, 

André examines, by words, the 
unspeakable, the eternal, the 

divine particle that is found in 
every atom of the world. In his 

noble verses we find the beauty 
of simplicity. 
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l o guerreiro invisível  
e outros contos do tempo
julia grillo and nicia grillo

306 pages | 15,5×23 cm

‘The Invisible Warrior and Other  
Tales of Time’ is a collection of 
chosen short stories from the 
archimillennial repertoire of the 
Art of the Word. The work of this 
collection of stories is the result 
of a long maturation in the subtle 
listening of the universe of oral 
tradition narratives.
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78
85
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l leituras infinitas
edgard leite

176 pages | 14×21 cm

‘Infinite readings’ is a study of 
some fundamental texts of Jewish 
literature, produced between the 
final period of the Second Temple of 
Jerusalem and the early moments of 
Christianity and Rabbinic Judaism.
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fotodiário — registro celular do cotidian l
henrique koifman

130 pages | 21×14 cm 

The 100 photos 
selected by Henrique 
Koifman narrowly 
escaped the filter 
fever that has created 
gadgets wizards. 
The captions that 
accompany the photos 
are written with elegant 
simplicity, showing the 

greatest talent of the author.

fundo do céu l
stella rebecchi

222 pages | 14×21 cm 

Stella Rebecchi reveals the arduous 
struggle of a woman who needed to 

rescue herself from alcoholism, in the 
darkest depths of her soul, to bring 

back her life to the surface of life.
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l o barão do café
vera moll  
and sonia g. mileipe

242 pages | 17×24 cm

The authors invite the reader to 
an exciting journey back in time, 
where the biggest challenge was 
their work with memories, which 
they had to harvest, weave and 
sew, to reconstruct a time until 
then covered up by the mist of 
forgetfulness.
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l a pausa do tempo
valéria martins

158 pages | 14×21 cm

‘Pausa do Tempo’, by Valéria Martins, 
presents his readers with texts from 
his blog, 67 chronicles with subtlety 
and insight, lucid reflections about 
love, literature, everyday, travel, music 
and cinema.
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dias de vinho  
e de chumbo l
anchieta rocha

206 pages | 14×21 cm 

The most intense loves are those 
that have no end. Such is the love 
of Roberto and Martha, two uni-
versity students that embrace the 
communist ideals and fall in love 

in the 1960s, inside the  
University of Humanities,  
in Belo Horizonte (MG). 
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lugar do eterno l
ilton chaves jr.

134 pages | 14×21 cm 

The author writes 35 chronicles, 
stories made to bring a sunny 

life. With a preface by Leila 
Ferreira, ‘Lugar do Eterno’ brings 

memories of the Minas Gerais, 
when time spread among coffees, 

conversations and books.
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l o segredo  
de velázquez
gilda moura

208 pages | 17×24 cm

The painting ‘The girls’, by  
Velázquez arrives surprisingly 
at the laboratory of the scientist 
Ana Pamplona and she initiates 
questions about her past. In this 
adventure, the author Gilda 
Moura brings her research on 
ancient, secret and inexplicable 
knowledges of humanity.
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78
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l memórias  
de um taxista
fábio dos santos

194 pages | 14×21 cm

Fábio dos Santos starts his yellow 
and blue car and takes the reader 
through all the districts of Rio or 
out of him in eighty-five exciting, 
funny and curious stories.
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78
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competitividade e a 
indústria brasileira l

antonio didier vianna

292 pages | 14×21 cm 

 The book reveals, through the 
author’s experience, that the 

Brazilian economic results are not 
going badly just because of the 

world economic crisis. The country’s 
scenario is the result of several 

mistaken decisions, whose solution is 
continually postponed by politicians.
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os fundamentos da 
eletromecânica l

eduardo bertil poppius

508 pages | 20,5×27,5 cm

Used at courses directed to 
Brazilian Navy’s aspirants, this 

Commander Poppius book is 
also essential for all those who 
work directly with maritime or 

terrestrial electrical installations.
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l a inquisição  
revisitada
various authors

210 pages | 14×21 cm

In the last decades, studies on the 
Inquisition have shown remarkable 
development in Brazil and Portugal. 
The inquisitorial archives had 
revealed a whole universe of human 
experiences and realities with immense 
relevance to the understanding of the 
history of Brazil. is

b
n
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l diário de obra
alê motta

82 pages | 14×21 cm

Alê Motta humorously 
unveils the everyday life of 
an architect from Rio de 
Janeiro, and follows the 30-
day course in the life of this 
enchanting personage, who 
lives surrounded by engineers, 
master builders, pedestrians, 
and who tries to manage his 
time, always short.
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mude l
lúcio lampreia

216 pages | 16,5×23,5 cm

The author Lúcio Lampreia is 
specialized in human resources, 

and created his own company, 
with the concept of joining the 

design to Human Resources, 
to redesign the way one works. 

Since then, that’s what he’s doing 
around the world.
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uma visita inesperada l
ana luiza novis and lucia abdalla

68 pages | 20×16,5 cm 

An inconvenient, unexpected 
and totally unknown visitor 
who comes in causing con-
fusion: this is the metaphor 

of the authors in illustrating 
what happens when someone 
receives the news of a chronic 

illness or difficult diagnosis, 
annoying and disorganizing 

his whole life.is
b
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 9

78
85

66
60
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l augusto
christa wolf

46 pages | 14×21 cm

The last novel written by Christa 
Wolf tells the story of the boy Au-
gusto, who lost his parents in the 
war and spends three seasons of 
one year in his life at a hospital in 
the Soviet occupation zone, in the 
state of Mecklenburg, northeastern 
Germany.
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 9

78
85

66
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52
59

l os arcanjos
marcelo moraes caetano

202 pages | 14×21 cm

The novel ‘The Archangels’, by 
Marcelo Caetano, is spectacular - 
period. It is a novel of three centuries, 
however, the novel revitalizes every 
clichés of love, making them 
surprisingly true and authentic.
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78
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retorno do mago l
andré percia

160 pages | 14×21 cm 

 ‘The Return of the Magician’ 
tells the reencounter of the 

characters Marcelo and Merlin, 
continuing the story started 

in ‘Wizard Apprentice’. In this 
exciting sequence, we discover 

how happiness can reside in the 
harmony and cultivation of some 

simple pleasures.
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78
85

66
60

53
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aprendiz de feiticeiro l
andré percia

150 pages | 14×21 cm 

The ‘Wizard Apprentice’ is the story 
of Marcelo, a man who is on the path 

of a loser and urgently needs to be 
saved from the wrong choices he has 

made. He encounters Merlin, who 
helps him in this path. The author 
invites us to know the deeper self, 

bringing from it the ideal reality and 
our deepest dreams.
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l a recriação da 
comédia romana no 
teatro português
edvard vasconcellos

144 pages | 14×21 cm

Inspired from his Master’s thesis, 
the author seeks, with seriousness 
and a great deal of wonder, to delve 
deeper into comedy, its origins, traces 
and paths, following the evolution of 
this unique ability that man has that 
differentiates him from all animals: 
the laughter.
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78
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l o mago e o vendedor
andré percia

224 pages | 14×21 cm

In ‘The Wizard and the seller’, André 
Percia narrates the meeting of 
Merlin with the sellerman Leandro, 
giving continuity to the ‘Magician 
Trilogy’. In this book, the author 
provides essential tools for all those 
who need to sell: ideas, dreams or 
states, embodied in products and 
services.
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78
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lavínia — no limite l
nathalia alvitos

124 pages | 14×21 cm 

 In ‘Lavinia - on the edge’, novelist 
Nathalia Alvitos reflects on the 

current values of society and still 
recreates the internal reality of 
a character who is a Borderline 

disorder victim,  a disease that forces 
the protagonist to live on a roller 

coaster of emotions.
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78
85
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olhos de espanto l
nina schilkowsky

60 pages | 14×21 cm 

This is a collection of children’s 
poems by Nina Schilkowsky, who 

questions certainties, observes a 
world so complex with the ingenuity 

and lightness of childhood: a book 
that rescues in each of us this ability 

to move and be happy again.
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l futebol, linguagem, 
artes, cultura e lazer
various authors

236 pages | 15,5×22 cm

The essays on ‘Football, language, 
arts, culture and leisure’ converge 
towards the period of football’s crea-
tion until the 1950s, exploring a new 
body culture tied to contemporary 
impositions. An indispensable work 
in the field of football studies.
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78
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66
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l rio em seis tempos
alexandre kostolias

112 pages | 14×21 cm

Celebrating the 450th anniversary of 
Rio de Janeiro, Alexandre Kostolias 
presents six short stories that speak 
of the essence of being and of the 
‘carioca’ sentiment, portraying the 
past, the present and the future, until 
the year of 2065, the fifth centenary 
of the city.
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78
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power portuguese l
denise coronha lima

148 pages | 17×24 cm 

This book is an aid to self-taught 
individual study. It includes voca-
bulary, everyday expressions and 

grammar fundamentals. In just 
five steps created by the teacher 
Denise Coronha Lima, discover 

the Brazilian Portuguese.
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78
85

66
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publicitário nato l
claudio gabilan

66 pages | 14×21 cm 

This book is a survival guide in 
the jungle (The Market). With this 

book, Claudio Gabilan aims to help 
the reader anticipate and get the 

right tools to survive in this jungle 
of the advertising market.
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78
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l a morte  
e os seis mosqueteiros
anatole jelihovschi

142 pages | 14×21 cm

Here is the story of six friends who had 
their childhood and youths marked 
by violence and trafficking in the 
community in which they live. The 
author shows how the environment and 
bad choices can corrupt beauty and 
innocence, and make childish dreams 
evolve into endless nightmares. is

b
n

 9
78

85
66

60
55
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l o tempo exacto
antónio carlos cortez

136 pages | 14×21 cm

In the anthology that brings together 
his last twelve years of poetic produc-
tion, António Carlos Cortez presents 
us with the best and most touching of 
his work. The work of this Portuguese 
poet has the face of modernity, the 
voice that responds with the same 
vigor to the greatest Portuguese poets.
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78
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direito de rir  
e de chorar l

aziz djendli

148 pages | 14×21 cm 

Aziz Djendli’s ‘Right to laugh and cry’ 
presents the psychological inversion 
and culture of positivity, common in 

the area of personal development 
and stress, depression and anxiety 

therapies. Its content has an effective 
application, with exercises, for the  
positive evolution of the readers.
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78
85
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miopia l
∑. ramos

208 pages | 14×21 cm 

On the eve of Carnival, a marketer 
and a designer who has been married 

for almost two years are moving 
away without any agreement. The 

text does not clarify which is the 
guilty one, imprecision reinforced by 

the common names of the couple, 
which leaves this (in) decision  

to the reader.
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l rio de cor
lucia romero cajaty  
and fran junqueira

100 pages | 25×25 cm

Lucia Romero Cajaty and Fran 
Junqueira show the city of Rio de 
Janeiro in a new way, allowing it 
to be redesigned, rewritten,  
colored and illuminated by the 
eyes of all those who love and 
know it from the heart.
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n
 9

78
85

66
60

58
91

l esse bicho sou eu
andré di bernardi  
and heleno nunes

42 pages | 21×21 cm

In this children book, the poet 
André di Bernardi strolls through 
a discovery zoo, creates his own 
collection of favorite animals, 
investigates the divine creation, 
observes what he sees of the 
animals in each man, and what he 
sees of us in each of them.
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78
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os imortais l
thaïs oliveira 

202 pages | 14×21 cm

 Some of the important psychological 
questions related to the prolongation 

of human life are approached in a  
fictional but very accurate way, by 

Thaïs Oliveira in this ‘The immortals’. 
A must-have for anyone interested 

in this curious subject.
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78
85

66
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a arte do guerreiro 
lúcido l

octavio caruso

222 pages | 14×21 cm

Octavio Caruso writes’ The art of the 
lucid warrior’ with the quixotic pleasu-
re of creating an improbable romance, 

to narrate the love that emerges 
as Drummond’s flower of asphalt, 

resisting with sweetness and courage 
against the aggression of progress and 
defying all the adversities of this new 

era, so hostile to delicacy.is
b

n
 9

78
85

56
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l coaching na 
mediação de família
glorita cajaty

80 pages | 14×21 cm 

‘Family mediation coaching’ is a 
guide that discusses how coaching 
can be used in the context of 
mediation of family conflicts, helping 
people solve their problems in a 
non-adversarial way and without 
the need to legalize affections 
and desires. is

b
n

 9
78

85
56

62
0

96
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l humanismo judaico na 
literatura, na história 
e na ciência: volume iii
various authors

116 pages | 16×23 cm

‘Jewish Humanism in Literature, 
History and Science volume III’ 
brings to readers information and 
questions capable of illuminating 
reflections and opinions in Brazilian 
society and in the Jewish community.
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78
85

66
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divagaísmo l
claudio furtado

190 pages | 14×21 cm 

 Claudio Furtado’s poems reveal 
surprise, doubt, wonder, amazement, 
finding a world that does not have to 

be real and concrete, but which can 
be ideal and created with words.
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b

n
 9

78
85

56
62

0
0
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em torno da imagem 
e da memória l

elcio loureiro  
cornelsen (org.)

272 pages | 16×23 cm 

This book presents the reader 
with the intriguing look of 

several writers, in dialogue with 
some indispensable thinkers to 

reflect the present, glimpsing the 
traces of the past that survive in 

the present times.
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0
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l luzes no passado
cláudio guilhon

224 pages | 14×21 cm

Charles de Naterville is an astute 
young man who leads his life 
without major ideals.  
However, Charles has many debts 
to Spirituality, which does not tire 
of trying to make him realize that 
his life is nothing more than a sum 
of opportune moments of learning 
towards the good.
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n
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78
85

56
62

0
17

0

l fretes & mudanças
edvard vasconcellos  
and douglas f. murta

78 pages | 13×16 cm

This is a book of poetry made by 
four hands. Just as in the literal 
shifts of change, Edvard and  
Douglas bring different visions of 
the world, and are equally  
impacted by a life whose only 
certainty is impermanence.
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n
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78
85

66
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festas da tradição 
judaica: olhar o passado 

para enxergar o futuro l
esther abramento becker 

56 pages | 22×27 cm 

 This book brings together an  
anthology of independent texts  

that help the reader to make  
meaningful connections  

between Jewish tradition  
and his life.
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n
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78
85

56
62

0
21

7

guia o cluster: cem 
criaticos cariocas l

o cluster

152 pages | 16,5×20,3 cm

The ‘O Cluster Guide’ brings a 
hundred stories of entrepreneurs  

and their initiatives in the creative 
market of Rio de Janeiro. Here 

you find unique contacts for 
shopping, eating, drinking and 

having fun.
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b
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78
85

66
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l poesia da cabeça  
aos pés
danilo mendes

116 pages | 14×21 cm

This book is a sensitive work that 
allows us to think about life through 
the simple verses about feeling, being 
and wanting. The poetry of Danilo 
Mendes assimilates the senses of 
each part of his body, and each part 
assumes its own voice and its own 
gesture. is

b
n

 9
78

85
56

62
0

0
71

l cartas fraternas e 
outros poemas
daniel de oliveira  
nery costa

52 pages | 14×21 cm

‘Fraternal letters and other poems’ is 
a book full of the lightness that 
comes from who wants to be 
‘gauche’ in life. The reader will have 
the vision of what no one else sees: 
the exact measure of despair and 
serenity. 
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78
85
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0
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o trabalho escolar e a 
matriz curricular por 

descritores l
ilton de oliveira  

chaves júnior (org.)

172 pages | 14×21 cm 

 This book presents the experiences 
of the ‘Franciscan Holy Family  

College’ professors and presents 
reports about the possibilities of 

rethinking an educational practice 
that really makes a difference in the 

students’ learning process.
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78
85

56
62
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três amores l
roberta martins

164 pages | 14×21 cm

In ‘Three loves’, the protagonist is 
a high school teacher, who seeks 

to adapt the training of his needy 
students to the difficulties of an 

unequal and unjust society.  
He is totally in love with his wife,  

a love-loving mother  
and teenage daughter.
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n
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78
85

56
62

0
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l por dentro da torre: 
memórias de um  
controlador de voo
joão bosco de assis rocha

130 pages | 14×21 cm

In this work, the author recalls his 
career marked by advances in 
technology, changing customs and, 
of course, by famous accidents and 
curiosities in the daily life of the 
control tower at Belo Horizonte’s 
airports.
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b

n
 9

78
85

66
60

58
22

l o ensino do futebol: 
para além da bola rolando
silvio ricardo da silva (org.)

236 pages | 16×23 cm

This is an indispensable book for 
football scholars, teachers, coaches 
and monitors, and is also intended 
for readers in general. It brings the 
proposal of rethinking the teaching 
of football in school and in social 
projects.
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b

n
 9

78
85

56
62

0
36
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sophia, alexia  
e o mundo além daqui l

brenda bernsau

298 pages | 14×21 cm

 Through the magic of a music box, 
the characters Sophia and Alexia are 

transported to a world where there 
are two suns, fantastic creatures of all 

species and an unthinkable nature.
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 9

78
85

56
62

0
31

6

a mulher que era 
minha l

silvino patente neto

198 pages | 14×21 cm 

In ‘The woman who was mine’, 
the author brings all the beauty, 

simplicity and intricate plots 
of country life that unfolds in 

the heart of the cities of Minas 
Gerais and São Paulo, Brazil, an 

immense, beautiful  
and diverse country.
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n
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78
85

56
62

0
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l interator: quando game 
e realidade se confundem
alexandre almeida  
de oliveira

444 pages | 14×21 cm

‘Interator: when game is real’ is an 
exciting book that brings together 
contemporary problems of using 
technologies, and the old and 
complex family interactions.
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b

n
 9

78
85

56
62

0
11

8

l o exilado político 
vegetariano
alexandre kostolias

212 pages | 14×21 cm

Based on real facts, Alexandre 
Kostolias goes through the 1970s 
and 1990s, venturing on the theme 
of tolerance, freedoms, collective 
beliefs and their contradictions, and 
above all, the excesses of a modern, 
intellectually superior and politically 
correct Western society . is

b
n

 9
78

85
56

62
0
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as crônicas do mundo 
antigo: o príncipe negro l

julio algaze mansour

364 pages | 14×21 cm 

‘The Black Prince’ is the first book 
in the trilogy ‘The chronicles of the 

ancient world’ by Julio Mansour: 
open it and fall in love with this 

seductive and exciting story full of 
secrets, adventure and magic.
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b

n
 9

78
85

56
62

0
19

4

a história do petróleo l
tales pereira

170 pages | 14×21 cm

The book shows in a light and fun way 
the physical, chemical and geological 

foundations of oil formation, as well as 
how this mineral provoked most of the 

conflicts and wars in the 20th century, 
influencing world politics.

is
b

n
 9

78
85

56
62

0
40
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l o viajante
luiz henrique zanchi 
borges

226 pages | 14×21 cm

A psychological novel, intense and 
disturbing with the skill of an 
experienced and skillful author, 
offering the reader a suspense that 
does not end with death, exactly 
because it starts from it.
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b

n
 9

78
85

56
62

0
44

6

l palavra de palhaço
ana achcar

250 pages | 17,2×16,5 cm

This book celebrates the gags of 
the clowns and, through them, 
seeks the sharing of traditions 
and trajectories revived in 
narratives and conversations. It is 
the rediscovery of the power of 
the smile.
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n
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78
85

56
62

0
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o caso do amendoim 
roubado l

gilda oswaldo cruz

48 pages | 21×21 cm 

The author narrates the adventures 
of a frog, named Baturité Santana, 

who after being hit in the head by a 
peanut that fell from a tree, begins a 

campaign to entice all the animals 
to unite to defend the place 

where they live.
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b

n
 9

78
85

56
62

0
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5

literaturas modernas 
e contemporâneas l

romulo monte alto (org.)

314 pages | 14×21 cm 

Coming from La Plata and Belo 
Horizonte, besides other 

destinations, the authors of 
this work share the trait of 

living in cities that were born 
under the sign of planning, 

which lent them a certain 
modern air since its inception.
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78
85

56
62

0
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l cinema de fato:  
anotações sobre  
documentário
carlos alberto mattos

384 pages | 14×21 cm

This work gives the correct dimen-
sion of the Brazilian film production, 
showing its diversity to the fiction 
cinema, which dominates the 
exhibition circuit and the way of 
thinking the art of cinema.
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6

l pra não dizer que 
ficou sem título
rosane nicolau

72 pages | 14×21 cm

Rosane Nicolau launches her new 
book of short stories in which 
140 touches is the limit of each 
microconto, in the style of Twitter. 
The themes are varied, ranging from 
the writer’s own zeal in the digital 
world to the small phenomena of 
modern life. is

b
n
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85
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o romance  
do universo l
mabel penteado 

206 pages | 14×21 cm 

 In this novel, the author shows, 
with lightness and enchantment, 

some simple but highly 
impactful learning that can 

in fact change people’s lives 
and bring more happiness 

to everyday life.
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5

o quadro  
sem moldura l

sarita schaffel

218 pages | 14×21 cm 

With its delicate and easy-to-read 
texts, the author reveals her 

extreme sensitivity, capacity for 
observation and creativity, and 

shows herself capable of 
bringing emotion and joy.
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l osório e onofre:  
os iguais e diferentes
márcia claro

42 pages | 26×26 cm

In this book, Osorio and Onofre 
are shoes, like twins. In appearance 
they are the same, however they 
are quite different. People are like 
that, too. Accepting the diversities 
and desires of each one, happiness 
is available to all.
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l tramas do vesúvio
cláudio guilhon

282 pages | 14×21 cm

In the pages of this book we 
understand that love, solidarity and 
fraternity accompany life’s ups and 
downs - otherwise it would not be 
possible for mankind to have so 
longed for deliverance from evil and 
the flowering of good.
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o que os olhos leem,  
o coração sente l

ana luiza novis

106 pages | 16×23 cm 

 Written in an engaging language 
and with beautiful illustrations, the 

twenty stories assembled in this 
edition are true fables, belonging to 

an enchanted universe, 
full of magic and lyricism.
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sua paz financeira:  
a melhor maneira de  

conquistá-la l
ricardo kayat

120 pages | 14×21 cm 

The author explains in this book 
how money must be used, because 

it is a habit to plan, monitor the 
budget, eliminate debts and make 

investments, it is possible to manage 
your assets and know how 

to work with them.
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l fantasmas  
não dizem adeus
alexandre kahtalian

110 pages | 14×21 cm

The guiding thread of the story 
narrated here is the delicate 
relationship of a teenager and his 
paternal grandfather, in an 
interlocution that brings the conflicts 
of the present to the ghostly shadow 
of a past no less problematic.
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l aqui jazem romances
eduardo frota moreira

102 pages | 14×21 cm

No poetry, no tale. A book made of 
paragraphs. Stories that could give 
somewhere, but are closed to the 
limit that the first paragraph imposes. 
Places, impasses and characters that 
could develop and win the pages, but 
they cease to exist in a few lines. 
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história dos cristãos 
novos no brasil l

centro de história  
e cultura judaica (org.)

174 pages | 14×21 cm 

 The chcj had the honor of bringing 
together some of the greatest 

Brazilian historians to elaborate 
this work on one of the most 

significant historical phenomena in 
the construction of Brazilian 

national identity.
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humanismo judaico na 
literatura, na história 

e na ciência: volume iv l
centro de história  

e cultura judaica (org.)

138 pages | 16×23 cm 

This collection continues the 
publication of the most remarkable 
lectures and conferences held at the 

chcj, a cultural institution focused 
on culture, literature and the 

production of knowledge.
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l no reino das girafas
jacqueline farid - prêmio 
oceanos 2018 semifinals 

110 pages | 14×21 cm

A woman faces a difficult separation 
and the doubts unchained, having as 
scene the exuberance of Namibia. 
The lonely journey by car through the 
cinematographic landscapes of 
Namibia is the backdrop for 
reflections on love, nature, travel 
and contemporary habits. Classified 
by Prémio Oceanos de Literatura.
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l filósofos judeus: 
volume i
centro de história  
e cultura judaica (org.)

172 pages | 14×21 cm

‘Jewish Philosophers volume I’ is the 
culmination of a project developed 
by the Center for Jewish History and 
Culture, whose purpose was to bring 
together Brazilian and Portuguese 
philosophers and historians to expose 
the life and work of important names 
of Jewish philosophy. is

b
n
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famosas últimas 
palavras:  

série lusofonia iii l
luís filipe cristóvão

78 pages | 14×21 cm 

 In ‘Famous last words’, the author 
writes with his own farewell flavor, 
with the characteristic smell of the 

sea air surrounding his words.
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gnaisse:  
série lusofonia i l

luís carmelo

130 pages | 14×21 cm 

‘Gnaisse’ is the first novel in the 
Luís Carmelo trilogy on love, which 
precedes the two continuations: ‘By 

hand’ and ‘Sisyphus’. The author 
evokes the archeological search for 

a time that does not return, of the 
fleeting moments that mark  

even our flesh.
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l corvos cobras 
chacais: série lusofonia iv
antónio carlos cortez 
- prêmio oceanos 2018 
semifinals

88 pages | 14×21 cm

In ‘Cobras Cobras Chacales’, Cortez 
manages the poetic way to speak in 
an unforgettable, indelible way, of 
what most haunts us: the cruelty of 
life, and the passivity of men.
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l auto retratos:  
série lusofonia ii
paulo josé miranda

96 pages | 14×21 cm

Finalist of the ‘Correntes d’Escritas’ 
Prize, Paulo José Miranda’s book 
‘Self-portraits’ brings together the 
sequence of 61 fragments - or exerci-
ses - of reflection on oneself, on the 
reader and on the poem.
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guia essencial dos 
autores iniciantes l

paula cajaty

80 pages | 14×21 cm 

 With Paula Cajaty’s narrative, from 
the experience of more than ten 

years as an author and a publisher, 
this can be a great guide for authors 

looking for alternatives to the 
publication. The book reveals 

relevant tips to find the best 
path to the author’s  work.
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o amor e o tempo:  
série lusofonia v l

albano chaves

224 pages | 14×21 cm 

‘Love and time’ brings three 
beautiful stories written with a 

rhythm of suspense and reality in 
which Albano Chaves enchants and 

makes us reflect on the existence and 
its fictions.
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l faz de conta que é 
tudo verdade
ricardo chapola

140 pages | 14×21 cm

The book contains 62 chronicles, 
inspired by the day-to-day perception 
of an indiscreet observer journalist. 
Experiences told by Chapola and 
endorsed by the writer and chronicler 
Mario Prata, author of the preface of 
‘Just Pretend that everything is true’.
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l roda vida: memórias de 
um cadeirante
josé carlos morais

270 pages | 16×23 cm

José Carlos Morais tells his memories 
at his wheelchair, since the shot he 
took and that completely changed the 
trajectory of the young doctor. ‘Wheel 
life: memories of a wheelchair’ 
portrays this story. His memories go 
through rehabilitation, the fight for 
the rights of the disabled and the vast 
sports activity. is
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é assim que eu conto l
leão zagury

280 pages | 14×21 cm 

 The book ‘That’s how I tell’ is about 
growing and not forgetting. The 

work is a cut above childhood and its 
delights, the people we lost, the price 

of friendship, the gastronomic 
inventions of the State of Amapá, 

and to grow in the midst of  
so many differences.
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uma ponte entre  
vidas l

ingrid bernecker

192 pages | 14×21 cm 

Ingrid Marie Elise Bernecker 
Vasconcellos tells the long history of 
the Bernecker family, since the early 

20th century in Europe. A family 
that goes through the two Great 

Wars finally consolidates and takes 
root in the brazilian interior, finally 

becoming a true  
Brazilian family.
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l a rua do tempo: uma 
escrita fora do mapa
eduardo carvalho

64 pages | 14×21 cm

The writing of Eduardo Carvalho is 
like a simple restlessness. The beauty 
of his chronicles is in the small details, 
in the comfort of belonging, in the 
beauty of a poetic Rio de Janeiro, as 
if we were always in the midst of the 
‘silence of a very, very long embrace’.
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l o permutador
flavio sarmento

92 pages | 14×21 cm

Flavio Sarmento creates an 
extraordinary novel that brings a 
journey of learning, twists and 
mysteries, in which its protagonist 
needs to decide whether to continue 
living his life normally, or embrace the 
invisible world that is within his reach.
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o berro do boi l
labi mendonça

372 pages | 14×21 cm 

 In the book’s plot, Labi Mendonça’s 
novel, a crucial issue: the illegal use 
of hormones to speed up the fatte-
ning of cattle. Love, hurt, betrayal, 

sex, shady dealings and mysterious 
deaths involving mix dangerously 

dense characters while paradoxical, 
in a story where few are innocent.
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a pensão da procópia: 
sertanópolis nos tempos do 

padre jonas l
luiz augusto loredo

170 pages | 14×21 cm 

This book presents a historical 
and documentary feature but, on 

the other hand, comes written in a 
lyrical-bucolic style, typical of the 

writer’s literary sensibility.
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l tibete: de quando você 
não quiser mais ser gente
silas correa leite

382 pages | 14×21 cm

The book of the poet Silas Correa 
Leite shows humans trying to live a 
simple life, but full of meaning and 
significance, where the everyday is 
a finding of sensations and a daily 
struggle against abandonment, an 
attempt to ‘no longer swallow hell’ 
and heal. is
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l cachorros velhos 
não trepam na chuva
marco magalhães

58 pages | 14×21 cm

Marco Magalhães’s scratched 
discs show his song made of silences, 
groans, absences and words. Like a 
Brazilian Bukowski, Marco is one 
of those poets who writes under the 
smoke of the dawns, on cheap tables, 
spreading in his voice the taste of rain, 
cigarette and beer at every break, at 
every farewell. is
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n
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histórias da vovó l
valkíria cecconello

70 pages | 21×21 cm

A little lady, white-haired, decides 
to share memories with 

her grandchildren and other 
children in the neighborhood, 

in a playful narrative 
that brings out their 

musical heritage. 
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futebol, linguagem 
artes, cultura e lazer:  

volume ii l
elcio loureiro  

cornelsen (org.)

210 pages | 16×23 cm 

This publication explores various 
subjects, mostly converging for the 
period of the rise of football until 

the 1950’s.
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l roubaram minha 
infância
freddy siegfried glatt

216 pages | 14×21 cm

The book ‘They stole my childhood’ 
brings the true story of a single survi-
vor of World War II: a boy with some 
luck and a lot of dreams. Despite all 
the atrocities against the Jews during 
the Holocaust, Freddy Siegfried 
Glatt’s childhood is permeated by 
poetic, simple ones and unforgettable 
moments. 
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l sexo a três
vinni corrêa

88 pages | 14×21 cm

Nothing more erotic poetry than 
haiku. In this work, more than 100 
poems style with a special language 
added to them. This poetic work 
brings pleasure reading, enjoyment 
and physical, mental and linguistic 
orgasm. 
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a besta de pasadena l
ilmar penna marinho jr.

368 pages | 14×21 cm 

The Beast of Pasadena closes the 
‘Trilogy of the Apocalypse’ and 

explains how the picture of the ter-
rifying scene of ‘The Beast Trapped 

by Thousand Years’, the famous 
Apocalypse Tapestry, is mixed with 
the political instability of a country 

full of crises. 
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a besta dos mil anos l
ilmar penna marinho jr.

304 pages | 14×21 cm 

The search for an ancient tapestry 
and spread evil through which it 

passes is the backdrop to the first 
book of the Trilogy of Apocalypse, 

written by Ilmar Penna Marinho 
Junior, which covers topics 

such as faith, violence, crime,  
greed and sex. 
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l somos todos  
cúmplices
patrícia rezende

70 pages | 14×21 cm

In her first book of short stories, Pa-
trícia Rezende is dedicated to narrate 
the many cases of women’s lifes. The 
intriguing book Patricia tales, we are 
all accomplices, like voyeurs in the 
middle of lies and intrigues.
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l a besta de lucca
ilmar penna marinho jr.

352 pages | 14×21 cm

Second book in the trilogy of  
Revelation, ‘The Lucca beast’ is the 
sequel that brings back one of the 
seven missing pieces to complete the 
Apocalypse Tapestry, the number 75. 
Who will be able to possess this relic? 
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aos nascidos em 1979 l
luiz belmiro

88 pages | 14×21 cm 

Luiz Belmiro’s poetry is based on the 
mixture of themes that explore the 
relationships, feelings and touch. In 
his beautiful debut book, his verses 

wander around the geography of 
space, Curitiba, the surreal city. 
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o governador do 
sertão l

anatole jelihovschi

302 pages | 14×21 cm 

A tiny apartment or a desert 
plain covered with mandacarus? 

Between bar tales and cases of life, 
the protagonist compares his life to 

that of his idol, Lampião. 
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l singular
leonardo nunes

166 pages | 14×21 cm

A man, a woman. Love verses for 
meeting and passion. The state of pas-
sion where you hear - breathless - the 
trifles of the relationship, those details 
of intimate life that overflows and it’s 
subtle delicacy. 
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l meu velho  
guerrilheiro
álvaro filho

94 pages | 14×21 cm

A narrative full of time and memo-
ries. Álvaro Filho teaches us that we 
must make ‘silence to hear the wind’,  
give time to understand the affection 
of places and things, and wisdom to 
understand our ancestry. This novel is 
as a solid reef that melts into air and 
the wind sweeping ‘flesh, bone, blood, 
paper and ink’. is
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amar em istambul:  
dolo(ro)sa premeditação l

diana di

154 pages | 14×21 cm 

Powerful. Massive. Painful. The 
narrative of ‘Love in Istanbul’ 

devours the reader in 
a strange game of 

ignored influences, passion, 
obsession, looks and 

achievements. 
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comunicação  
dialógica e reputação 

eleitoral: o percurso 
gerativo do voto  l

fábio gomes

112 pages | 14×21 cm 

Winning the vote is a challenge for 
any politician. But the conquest of 

the vote is not a trivial fact. This 
book helps recognizes the 

origin of the votes and 
its decision processes. is
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l insulares
ozias filho

66 pages | 14×21 cm

In this book, the author confirms the 
maze of life and the feeling that ‘there 
is something misunderstanding’ in our 
inhabited solitude. In the poetic 
universe of Ozias, silence ‘is answer 
enough’, looking for a movement, 
fresh start. 
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l como acabar com a 
crise: as 7 reformas que o 
brasil precisa
antonio didier vianna

136 pages | 14×21 cm

The new book by Antonio Didier 
Vianna, ‘How to end the crisis: the 
seven reforms that Brazil needs’ 
brings the author’s analysis of what 
happened with the government and 
economy, and led to the crisis 
since 2013. is
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o brasil que pedala:  
a cultura da bicicleta nas 

cidades pequenas l
andré soares | daniel guth

256 pages | 15,5×23 cm 

How is life in the cities where most 
pedals in Brazil? Experience and 

research in cycling, by members of 
cycling organizations, over 11 small 

Brazilian cities. 
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éter:  
série lusofonia vi l

sandra santos

56 pages | 14×21 cm 

The voice of the Portuguese poet 
Sandra Santos emerges in the lite-

rary horizons of Brazil, Peru and 
Mexico as a universal expression, 

the travel and knowledge of an 
infinite inner world. 
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l fantasmas: contos
gledson sousa

94 pages | 14×21 cm

Stunning and somber, or sometimes 
allegorical and vivid, the tales of the 
book ‘Ghosts’ impress with aesthetic 
and kinesthetic predicament. What 
we found at the end of reading is a 
mixture of resignation and relief, a 
pleasure that only good literature is 
able to provide.
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l a tragédia de fidel 
castro: série lusofonia vii
joão cerqueira

216 pages | 14×21 cm

Fifty years ago, Fidel Castro stunned 
the world with their revolution. But 
does ‘El Comandante’ lost its way? 
He would become the worst enemy of 
his people? This is a fun and challen-
ging book, in which John Cerqueira 
leads us to the mind of one of the 
most enigmatic leaders in the world. is
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de amor ardem os 
bosques:  

série lusofonia viii l
maria azenha

76 pages | 14×21 cm 

There is something pantheistic 
poetry of Mary Azenha. The sacred 

is with nature in intense journey 
through his verses, and the senses 

unfold in dormant dimensions, which 
only provides by the poem.
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o beco do rato l
josé petrola

134 pages | 14×21 cm 

In his début book, José Petrola 
brings up a different Rio de 

Janeiro, where the paperwork, lack 
of prospects and communication 
are starting points for characters 

that squeeze between kitchenettes 
where the sun even reaches the 

windows. 
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l o coração estendido 
pela cidade: série luso-
fonia ix 
fernando machado silva

52 pages | 14×21 cm

Fernando Machado Silva warns that 
these poems are not about Lisbon 
or Berlin. As a flanêur, unfolding 
in Lisbon and Berlin, Silva poems 
speak of departures and arrivals, of 
agreements and disagreements, in a 
world of eternal movement. is
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l memórias da segunda 
guerra: imagens, testemu-
nhos e ficções
elcio cornelsen (org.)

252 pages | 16×23 cm

In this collection, essays were 
gathered with memories of World War 
II - on the one hand, testimonies of 
who witnessed the horrors of war, the 
holocaust of aerial bombardment, and 
on the other hand, the fictionalization 
of these experiences. is
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pequenos sonhos do 
tempo l

árion lucas

130 pages | 14×21 cm 

In ‘Small dreams of time’, Árion 
Lucas goes through the childhood 

and youth, times that already seem 
so far as a fictional story. Memories 

are confused between sensations and 
visions. Poetic and exciting, Arion 

Lucas debut as a novelist  
in a book that awakens.
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as religiões secretas 
de donald trump l

ricardo brehm

136 pages | 14×21 cm 

In 2016 Donald Trump was consi-
dered the personality of the year 
by Time magazine. Now, imagine 
that this event could be predesti-

ned by hidden forces that crossed 
centuries? Truth? Imagination? 

Conspiracy theory? Apocalypse?  
Or just fiction?
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l daqui e d’além mar  
rachel gutiérrez

166 pages | 14×21 cm

Rachel Gutierrez publishes her 
‘Letters from Rio’ that speak of Brazil 
and Europe, ‘in a luminous writing’. 
Rachel features 36 letters about lite-
rature, women, feminism and travel. 
Her writing makes a beautiful bridge 
with Europe, through philosophers, 
poetry, painting, and women.
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l garret: traficante de 
escravos
gairo garreto

146 pages | 16×23 cm

Based on extensive research done in 
archives and three countries libraries, 
this biographical essay of Gairo 
Garreto analyzes the path of Anthony 
Garrett, who left the Azores and 
went to Maranhão, which ended up 
dedicating to the slave trade in the 
late eighteenth century. is
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um cisne na noite l
regina taccola

82 pages | 14×21 cm 

Memories, relationships, flashes 
that come back on a network of mea-
nings. ‘A swan at night’, the new book 

by Regina Taccola tales reaches the 
tree of our dreams, “beats the trunk, 

buck reminiscent of thunder,” puts 
us in a “thin layer of water is left of 

retreated sea,” and makes us  
float into words. 
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contos reunidos l
wolfgang borchert

226 pages | 12×18 cm 

In his short stories, Wolfgang Bor-
chert, a German writer who died 
early in 1947, brings out the con-

cerns of young people in the Nazi 
period. Translators Caio Lindoso 

and Fernando Miranda present the 
beautiful books ‘Die Hundeblume’ 

and ‘An diesem Dienstag’,  
among other stories.
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l pseudônimo  
kito ferraz

152 pages | 14×21 cm

This book tells the story of young 
José Viegas, who leaves his hometown 
and goes by bus to the great city. It is 
there that he learns indifference, but 
also love, work and friendship. With 
the loneliness that comes with the 
distance from his family, José begins 
to write about everything 
that bothers him. is
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l escolas, violências e 
educação física
maurício murad (org.)

242 pages | 14×21 cm

‘Schools, violence and physical 
education’ is a book that compiles 
views on the school, the role and 
importance of education, especially 
the discipline of physical education, 
which may be an aid instrument 
against the violence within the school 
environment. 
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tanto faz l
agliberto cerqueira

366 pages | 16×23 cm 

 In this novel, an unscrupulous 
marketer and bon vivant will work 

at Esunamerdon, a neighbor country 
to yours, with the promise to elect 
the candidate (a clown) chosen by 

the opposition. But before the book 
ends, he gets an irresistible invitation.
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a umidade relativa 
das palavras l

adriano de andrade

92 pages | 14×21 cm 

This book is like a surprise at the 
door. Adriano de Andrade in his 
new book goes through a tangle 

of familiar voices, his writing is 
vigorous and seductive. In his tales, 

the figure of the woman emerges 
as role reference in this set of 

beautiful short stories.
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l predadores: 
repensando o brasil nos seus 
fundamentos morais 
edgard leite

286 pages | 14×21 cm

‘Predators: re-thinking Brazil in its 
moral foundations’ is a book about 
the history of Brazilian moral training. 
Edgard Leite discusses the moral 
problems of Brazil in its founding mo-
ments, specially the first two centuries 
of colonization. is
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l dando asas às 
narrativas
ana luiza novis (org.)

276 pages | 16×23 cm

Throughout its 16 chapters, this 
book presents a chorus of different 
voices - prose to poetry, everyday 
life to literature, the clinical setting 
to educational psychology, through 
philosophy, art therapy or music - all 
having in common the storytelling as 
a valuable tool for building worlds 
and open doors to new possibilities. is
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o apetite dos mortos l
ronaldo costa fernandes

144 pages | 14×21 cm 

Childhood memories, fragments, de-
tails edited by the natural law of life. 

The novel by Ronaldo Costa Fernan-
des arise foreign figures circulating in 

the midst of a late Rio de Janeiro.
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diamantes no sertão 
garimpeiro l

rogério reis devisate

160 pages | 14×21 cm 

The novel ‘Diamonds on sour-
dough hinterland’ tells the story of 
Severiano, “living statue of coura-
ge” that runs through the vastness 
of the plains, the outback, the life 
of the mining to show us that the 

pursuit of character for survival is 
also a finding oneself , a rebirth.
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l avenida do contorno: 
elzi & tobias & arauto brio 
thais morgana

96 pages | 14×21 cm

With a wealth of details that transport 
us to a different time, ‘Avenida do 
Contorno’ shows us how love can rise 
to the differences. 
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l o livro negro do 
comunismo no brasil
gustavo h. marques 
bezerra

872 pages | 16×23 cm

Inspired by ‘The Black Book of 
Communism’, published by Stéphane 
Courtois in France in 1997, this book, 
written by the diplomat Gustavo 
Henrique Marques Bezerra, deals 
with the history of the communist 
movement and its influence on 
political and cultural life in Brazil. is
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reflexões aos sessenta l
sérgio afonso

126 pages | 14×21 cm 

Vanity, generosity, pride, charity, 
humility, love, vices, virtues, anger, 

greed, passion, desire. We humans, we 
have all these conflicting emotions 
and habits. It is then, from our free 

will, make the decisions that will give 
us a life more spiritually elevated 

and happy. 
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o vosso reino l
warley alves

242 pages | 14×21 cm 

In ‘Your kingdom’, Warley 
Alves asks about the legitimacy 

of hatred, a social critique of our 
contemporary society and how the 

relationships of love and friendship 
change before a crisis. Conflicts in 
the country, left-right dichotomy, 

hatred and fragments. 
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l tormentas intensas: 
pelo espírito rita de cássia 
claudio guilhon

306 pages | 14×21 cm

Guilt, forgiveness, love, reflection and 
the power of faith are discussed in the 
book by Claudio Guilhon, the spirit 
Rita of Cassia, who shows us how in-
quiries, motivations, the recapitulation 
of past life and the divine laws are 
evolving paths and learning. 
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l o livro da 
fisiognomia
fakhr ad-dīn ar-rāzī

94 pages | 14×21 cm

This book, part of the giant 
intellectual heritage left by the Arab-
Islamic civilization, was written in 
the twelfth century of the Christian 
calendar. 
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léguas da descoberta l
cláudio guilhon

286 pages | 14×21 cm 

 In this book, we accompany Spanish 
explorers pioneering a new country: 

Brazil. On the walk, a pair of African 
slaves and an Indian join the group, 
but not by chance. Solidarity, intri-

gues, investigation, deaths, surprises, 
charity and love accompany 

the group on the journey through 
unknown territory.
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autocoaching  
e emagrecimento l

andré percia

178 pages | 16×23 cm

This book is intended to assist  
readers to lose weight through an 

inner work of mental order. It seeks 
to supplement, but without the 

pretension of replacing, the 
necessary interventions of 
necessary medical and/or 
psychological treatments.
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l a menina dos olhos
ed vasconcellos & edilma 
trajano

84 pages | 21×14 cm

This book tells the story of a girl 
who didn’t see much, and their 
relatives also didn’t notice what 
she needed. But they lived in a 
farm, and she only discovered her 
greatest needs when moved to the 
city. A smooth tale about disabilities 
and limiting beliefs.
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l colar de contas 
fabiana grieco

32 pages | 21×21 cm

Understanding. This delicate 
story of Fabiana Grieco, tells of a 
particular world where a necklace 
must live in harmony with its beads 
of various colors, pearls, ring, lock, 
bugle beads. Somehow, those who 
read the text will be delighted by 
the story as with Nelson Urssi 
illustrations. is
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a vida é um sorvete 
derretido l

flávio sanso

120 pages | 14×21 cm 

 The book ‘Life is a melted ice cream’, 
composed of 56 chronics by Flavio 

Sanso, is an attempt to cool off, a 
small treat in the midst of daily life, a 

relief point on the contemplation of a 
handful of possibilities on the direc-

tions urban, this random ballet.
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as esquecidas  
ermâncias de destino l

diego kullmann

78 pages | 16×23 cm

Enchantment, fascination. A desire 
to measure the world with senses. 

Writing portuguese as the brazilian 
novelist Guimarães Rosa and with 

the forewords by poet Marcelo 
Moraes Caetano, this book is a 

beautiful and poetic narrative by 
ambassador Diego Kullmann. 
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l ácaros 
rodrigo schevenck

82 pages | 14×21 cm

Rodrigo Schevenck brings a fleeting 
poetry cluster, this invisible and 
fundamental dust overflowing city 
life, with its intricacies and difficulties, 
their subjectivities and inequalities, 
where mites sleep heavy touching the 
abstract into the concrete. 
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l o lugar
silvio gomes

318 pages | 14×21 cm

Fear, control, violence, suspicion, 
morality - the novel ‘The place’ 
by Silvio Gomes walks through a 
dystopian society where people and 
government are complicit in their 
actions. Purges are welcome and 
occupy a prominent place in the 
minds of the population and people 
fight against crimes, believing that is 
building a perfect place.
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bordados imperfeitos l
mayra s. mayor

222 pages | 14×21 cm 

 With the suggestive title ‘Embroidery 
Imperfect’, Mayra S. Mayor tells 

the parallel, but at the same time, 
crisscrossing stories of Lulu, Nana, 

kill and Sofia. In Rio de Janeiro youth 
destined to live deep and intimate 

experiences, the more independent 
they become, the more are hostages 

of their own personal conflicts.
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sob o olhar do  
guardião l

juca serrado

380 pages | 14×21 cm

A secret that the Catholic Church 
wants to protect, the true story of 
Mary Magdalene and her master 

Jesus, rage, murder, danger, passion 
and time travel. A mystery protec-

ted by the Knights of Solomon’s 
Temple, better known as the 

Knights Templars.
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l por todos os  
momentos
angelina antonella

114 pages | 14×21 cm 

One of the most famous phrases of the 
literature says that all happy families 
look alike. Angelina Antonella shows 
that the paths for happiness can be 
very unexpected. In these short stories, 
the author deep into the feminine soul, 
to create unique characters with their 
own desires: studies, travel, professio-
nal success and love. 
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l a garota do viaduto
diego mello

318 pages | 14×21 cm

‘The girl by the bridge’, a novel by 
the writer and psychiatrist Diego 
Mello,  deals with the feeling of ‘an 
exaggerated amount of life’, through 
pain and disappointments. The work 
challenges us to walk the path of the 
characters and discover who we really 
are, or want to be. In the words of one 
character, ‘You have to get lost to find 
yourself.’
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ler novos autores l
various authors

286 pages | 14×21 cm 

 An anthology to celebrate the 
discovery of new voices in literature: 

a idea that made Julio Silveira and 
Paula Cajaty, publishers from Ímã 
and Jaguatirica, organize a contest 

to make possible the publication of 
twelve new authors. Coordinated by 

Carla Cardoso, the 12 best stories 
were selected, in short narrative 

fiction format.
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grande mar oceano l
leonardo almeida filho

294 pages | 14×21 cm

Lisboa, 1760: through the rubble of 
the Great Earthquake, a pier offers 

adventure and, perhaps, a better 
future. Rio de Janeiro, 1970: in the 

wake of the military regime, the 
search for answers in the past. Two 

centuries of stories - people and 
nations - to cross the Great Atlantic 

Ocean Sea.
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l juventude e estilo 
de vida: um estudo sobre 
torcida organizada
flávia cristina soares

200 pages | 14×21 cm

This book “Youth and lifestyle: a 
study of cheerleading” was created 
from the doctoral thesis of brazilian 
Sociologist and Psychoanalyst Flavia 
Cristina Soares with the focus on 
youth and their associations with 
organized crowds and its territorial 
behavior. 
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l um arco-íris no 
outono 
thaïs oliveira

154 pages | 14×21 cm

Leave the residence in Rio de Janeiro, 
give up living with their children and 
dangle before a solid career as a wri-
ter are some of the consequences of 
Silvana, the protagonist of ‘A rainbow 
in the autumn’, has to face after the 
important - and difficult - decision to 
live next to her new love. is
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o encontro do tempo 
ternário l

ana dalma

66 pages | 14×21 cm 

Poetry of Ana Dalma presents us 
with a new look to the way of life of 

a woman. With the presentation of 
José Luís Peixoto, the author displays 

a lifetime portrayed from sensation, 
printing and raised thrill every situa-

tion experienced by her. 
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poética com dicção l
antónio carlos cortez

170 pages | 14×21 cm 

The book ‘Poetics with Diction - 
16 Brazilian poets to read today’ 
is a sublime encounter between 
Portugal and Brazil, conducted 
by the Portuguese poet, literary 

critic, teacher and essayist Antonio 
Carlos Cortez. Among them, Ana 

Cristina Cesar, Carlos Drummond 
de Andrade, and the work of 

Clarice Lispector.
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l israel, jezebel 
vitor vicente

88 pages | 14×21 cm

Opposing the reality of being at home 
or away from it, religion or lack of 
it, an unholy passion or the search 
for the sacred, the Portuguese writer 
Vitor Vicente presents his novel at 
two different times: the present, in 
Israel; and the recent past, where 
there is the way of your relationship 
with Jezebel. is
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l os pecados 
predilectos
inês lourenço

168 pages | 14×21 cm

The beloved sins, with the subtitle 
chosen poems, is an anthology of 
the portuguese poet Inês Lourenço, 
organized by Ronaldo Cagiano, with 
preface by Antonio Carlos Cortez. It 
covers poetry published between 1980 
and 2017, corresponding to 12 books 
and two magazines literary reference, 
published in Portugal. is
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n
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dança dos sabres l 
rodrigo rosa

118 pages | 14×21 cm

A desire for calm and enchantment 
of the words that sing and delight as 
if we were in a saber dance. Rodrigo 

Rosa’s book is a meeting between 
the relationship of body and soul, in 
a rhythm where syllables find being 
with the capacity to transmute and 

“transcend the visible”.
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abandono l
lucas mudo

220 pages | 14×21 cm

Without father, John Paul did not 
know and did not even know the 

guy’s name who was responsible for 
his coming in this world. Then he lived 
for fifteen years with four deaf people, 
including his mother. An introspective 

and shy boy, the only family to read 
and write.
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a desapropriação do 
direito ao exercício 

profissional l
marcel felipe machado lopes

110 pages | e-book

The book discusses the prevalence of 
the public interest to the detriment of 

the private interest of the worker, as well 
as the civil responsibility resulting from 

this state activity, and the moral 
sphere of this citizen especially 

considered: the worker.is
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limites às restrições de 
direitos fundamentais l

ricardo de alencar igreja

120 pages | e-book 

From the premise of the relativity of 
fundamental rights, and in view of 

the constitutional interpretation, the 
book studies the questions regarding 

the content, scope and limits to the 
restrictions of fundamental rights.
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l @puft! contos de um 
estranho, mesmo,  
novo mundo
jackson franco

68 pages | e-book 

It is describing a new world that 
Jackson Franco initiates his first 
ebook, also with other minicontos 
that approach the union of the 
technology and a sudden increase of 
income, with the educational delay in 
the Northeast of Brazil. is
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l conversando  
com lygia
dilma bittencourt

82 pages | e-book

When talking to Lygia’s characters, 
and imagining her own, the author 
reveals facts that have been lived 
and jumbled by other stories told in 
her books and by other authors that 
plunge deep and draw the thread of 
feelings.
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um breve suicídio  
em viena l

alexandre kostolias

201 pages | e-book 

 Maria-Theresien-Platz in Vienna 
was the ideal place to commit 

suicide. Not a suicide at all, but an 
extreme act matured, premeditated 

and, as far as possible, civilized. 
That classic, symmetrical Platz, kept 

in impeccable condition, deserved 
to be at the top of the list.
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psicologia  
da gravidez l

maria tereza maldonado

230 pages | e-book 

Pregnancy is a period of transition 
that is part of the normal process 

of developing a couple. Thus, 
motherhood and paternity are 

existential moments of extreme 
importance in the life cycle of 

women and men.
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l a mãe e o tempo:  
ensaio da maternidade 
transitória
carolina pombo

64 pages | e-book

Carolina Pombo in ‘Mother and 
time’ writed a scientific test as 
accurate as it can be within that 
which is the most mythical of the 
universes of human behavior.
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l nas trilhas da vida
maria tereza maldonado

274 pages | e-book 

In 2015, the author Maria Tereza 
Maldonado idealized the show-talk 
and the book ‘On the tracks of life’, 
interspersing texts and compositions 
of his own. It seeks to stimulate re-
flections on the main challenges and 
opportunities that we find from the 
first years of life to the aging.
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a matéria dos sonhos: 
uma viagem para um  

novo início l
valéria martins

290 pages | e-book 

A romance about search, love, 
friendship and encounter. A rich 

and spoiled young woman, Mariana 
suffers an amorous disappointment 

and falls into depression. Her brother 
encourages her to undertake a trip 
to Chapada Diamantina, and there 

she knows a way of life very different 
from what she was used to.
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tem que mudar:  
propostas e soluções  

para mudar o brasil l
antonio didier vianna

270 pages | e-book 

The author brings together in this 
book all his texts, published from 
2013 until the end of 2015 in the 

blog of the same name and his 
Facebook page, in which he closely 
follows politics and what has been 

done to get Brazil out of the bad 
economic situation in which it is.is
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l the unexpected visitor
ana luiza novis and lucia abdalla

68 pages | e-book | translated to english

An inconvenient, unexpec-
ted and totally unknown 

visitor who comes in 
causing confusion: this is 

the metaphor of the authors 
in illustrating what happens 
when someone receives the 
news of a chronic illness or 

difficult diagnosis.
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l algumas pessoas 
estão presas
giancarlo reis

116 pages | e-book

The 27 tales of Giancarlo Reis surrou-
nd by an own epiphany, a feeling that, 
yes, this is life, life is it, we’re stuck to 
that cruel dimension space-time and 
will not have another chance. Simple 
people in jobs nothing inspiring wi-
thout prospect that something might 
change for the better. Life changes 
for better?
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505: um amor que 
vibra l

bella prudencio

100 pages | e-book 

 A musician, a Brazilian girl. 
New York in the middle. Packed 

by an indie and contemporary 
soundtrack, the book brings us a 

love story between an architecture 
student and a rock star. 

Beautiful and intriguing.
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a hipnose sem 
segredos: a bíblia da 

hipnose prática l
andré percia

393 pages | e-book 

The book ‘The hypnosis without 
secrets’, the psychologist André 

Percia brings a compilation of 
studies on the works of Richard 

Bandler, Steve Jones, Paul Mckenna, 
Sofia Bauer, Stephen Gilligan and 

other great icons of hypnosis.is
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l partiu portugal: guia 
para estudantes
jaguatirica (org.)

80 pages | e-book

This book is part of a larger project 
of #PartiuPortugal fanpage, an 
effort made by the publisher who 
decided to collect and organize 
information on housing 
opportunities, investment 
and studies in Portugal. 
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l rio’s big blast: living 
in 2065
alexandre kostolias

68 pages | e-book | translated 
to english

The year is 2065. Rio de Janeiro, 
Brazil, is getting ready to celebrate its 
500th anniversary. Ten million people 
will attend the event. However, at 
midnight, something unprecedented 
and will bombastic, and is about to 
happen. is
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At jaguatirica, each author can choose, from 
a range of possibilities, the editorial project that 
interests him the most: be it the making of a simple 
ebook to be sold on Amazon, or the creation of 
a book to meet personal and family demands 
- vanity books - or even the coordination of a 
more elaborate project, with launch in a network 
bookstore and investments in digital publishing 
marketing.
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